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How aligned is your 
Medical team?
Field Medical Teams are integral to the 
success of a brand.
STEM Medical projects quantify and benchmark functional 
and brand alignment, functional development and engagement 
capabilities of medical teams.   

By conducting interviews and in-call HCP observations, STEM is able to collect 
>140 KPIs that identify strengths to build from and opportunities to improve. 

STEM provides you with highly actionable insights to further accelerate 
performance every 6-12 months.

Our methodology measures the effectiveness of both Medical leadership and 
Field teams. We measure - 

Functional and brand alignment - How aligned are the medical 
team to the functional elements of the field medical role? Do 
medical teams believe in the relevant elements of brand direction 
and prioritisation?  Does it meet with leadership expectations? 

Functional development - Where do medical teams see 
opportunity to further evolve the field medical role?  What are  
the strengths to build from? 

Engagement capability - How confident are field medical  
teams discussing the prioritised scientific communication topics?  
How can their HCP engagement skills be strengthened? 



STEM Healthcare

“STEM is a great tool… to check the strategic alignment 
of the medical team with the overall brand strategy”
Executive Vice President, Medical

“An extremely useful objective measurement of the 
effectiveness of the medical engagement of the MSL team”
MSL Manager
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What do our Medical clients  
say about us?

For further information visit our  
website at www.stemhealthcare.com

1.04 Power Road Studios, 114 Power 
Road, Chiswick, London W4 5PY, UK

UK 
joanna.troman@stemhealthcare.com 

France 
francoise.giraud@stemhealthcare.com

Middle East & Africa 
david.faulkner@stemhealthcare.com

USA 
tim.missey@stemhealthcare.com

Germany 
carolin.kuefner@stemhealthcare.com

Rest of Europe 
laurence.bannister@stemhealthcare.com

Australia & New Zealand 
kerry.stove@stemhealthcare.com

Hong Kong & South East Asia 
brian.zhang@stemhealthcare.com

Russia 
anna.bazhenova@stemhealthcare.com

Brazil 
esperanza.avila@stemhealthcare.com

Italy 
angelo.romagnuolo@stemhealthcare.com 

Spain 
enrique.cruz-jentoft@stemhealthcare.com

Canada 
linda.hegerova@stemhealthcare.com

Japan 
kei.nishimura@stemhealthcare.com

Turkey 
funda.piker@stemhealthcare.com

China 
brian.zhang@stemhealthcare.com

Mexico 
victor.campos@stemhealthcare.com
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